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It was May 1987, and Rick Hansen was completing the final leg of his two-year, Man-In-Motion Tour. The epic
journey saw him pilot himself around the world in a wheelchair to prove the potential of people with disabilities,
raise awareness and remove barriers. Hansen had become a paraplegic after an accident at the age of 15, but that
didn’t slow him down for long. Before the age of 29 he had wheeled over 45,000 km through 34 countries around
the circumference of the earth. One of the biggest challenges on his tour lay ahead of him, that late spring day
back in Canada –Thermal Drive in Coquitlam –and he was up for the challenge.

Much of Coquitlam is hilly, to say the least, but Thermal Drive carves a pathway out of a hill longer and steeper
than most. Many will not venture to walk it, let alone wheel themselves up it. The roadway up the hill is 1.6
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kilometres long and has a 17 percent incline. Only the Great Wall of China had proved to be its equal on Rick’s
journey for steepness and difficulty.

Hundreds of well-wishers, fans and supporters cheering and
waving banners lined Thermal Drive to cheer Rick and other
wheelchair athletes on that day. Thousands more greeted
them at the Centennial School oval where then mayor Lou
Sekora presented Rick a cheque for $70,000 on behalf of the
District of Coquitlam before he continued on to finish his day
in Vancouver, where his journey had started in March 1985.

Rick Hansen, the Man-In-Motion, having conquered the
world and Thermal Drive, proved that no dream is too
outlandish, no hill too high to master and that by simply
changing our attitudes and outlooks we can create

accessible, inclusive spaces for all worldwide. Rick went on to establish the Rick Hansen Foundation in 1988 where
his dream to create a world without barriers for people with disabilities lives on.

If you have a Coquitlam memory, please share your story, photos and artifacts with the Coquitlam 125 story
gathering team at stories@coquitlam.ca, or you can submit your stories online. Help us to celebrate Coquitlam’s
125th birthday in 2016!
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